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Hi, readers!

The 2020-2021 school year looked different for students all over the world during the shared experience
of the COVID-19 pandemic. We wanted to honor our students’ pandemic experiences in a way that both
helped them process their emotions and allowed them to record their own story through therapeutic
journaling/artistic expression– thus our Quarantine Diaries of GHS project. 
 
The Quarantine Diaries of GHS is a collection of writings, drawings, photos, (and even some videos!) – all
submitted by 9th grade students at Glencliff High School in Nashville, Tennessee. These are the honest,
diverse, unedited experiences and feelings of our students. The stories were curated with care by the
leadership of our student Editorial Board (learn about them in our next few pages!) whose voices made
this project possible.

We have collectively been through a lot in 2020-2021 with the coronavirus, and we each have our own
experience of it. The individual experiences of our students are important on a personal level, and
important for us collectively to record and learn from. We know this event will be a moment studied in
history, and how we come out of it will depend on our ability to process and reflect on the experience. 

The pandemic taught our Quarantine Diaries team about the importance of connection, and the creative
methods we can use to reach one another. We hope these pages and stories connect with you.

In gratitude and hope,

Quarantine Diaries of GHS Facilitators

Hannah Baker, School  Counselor
Harold Burdette, GEAR UP Nashville
Shemika Bailey, GEAR UP Nashville
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Pascual Alonzo Garcia, 18
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Marjorie Y. Alvarado, 15
What can you tell us about your writing you submitted?
The poem I wrote is about myself, I compared myself with a goldfish
and its fish bowl. The reason I chose a goldfish was since I feel that
I find myself most similar to a goldfish in many ways. The little
goldfish trapped in its fishbowl by itself is like myself trapped at
home during quarantine with no place to go. 
What is the most important thing you want future generations to
remember about what it was like to be a 9th grade student during a
pandemic?

It was such a difficult time for myself dealing with school and all its
problems with learning, but it was also a time where I saw myself in
different ways and figured out ways to want to become a better
person. 5
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Janet Boone, 15
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"2020"

Yasmin Castillo, 15

I choose this because I wanted to share my experience with people and let them know that
they are not alone in this hard time. I also felt that the Editorial Board was going to make
me not feel alone in these hard times. I wanted to improve my leadership skills and I was
able to do so by becoming one of the leaders in this project. 
What did I lose during spending so much time at the house? 
 The hardest part was not being able to see my family/ friends during all of this. Not being
able to enjoy the nice weather since everything was getting shut down. 
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Jermick Crayner, 16

What can you tell us about the piece you submitted?
It was very fun to make and I'm excited that it's going to be in a book. 

What is the most important thing you want future generations to remember about
what it was like to be a 9th grade student during a pandemic?
It was very confusing at first, and a lot of this changed, but it taught us a lot of stuff.

No matter how hard life gets, never give up.

What is one way quarantining was a positive experience for you?
One way quarantining was a positive experience for me was, I got to spend more time

with my family, And we all got to know each other better.

What did you gain by spending so much time at home? What did you lose, or miss
the most?
I was able to focus on myself more and become more healthy. I lost time with my

friends, and I miss playing basketball with them and being able to go to the movies

with my family and friends.
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"now is the day"
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Sarah Gallegos, 15
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What can you tell us about the artwork you submitted?

What is the most important thing you want future generations to remember
about what it was like to be a 9th grade student during a pandemic?
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Abigail Hurt, 15
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Brianna Key, 14
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Esthefanny Lainez, 15
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Shelby Lewis, 15
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What can you tell us about the writing you submitted?
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"A week in the life of a high school student (online school)" by Yen Ly 

Use your smart phone to scan the code to the right. Watch the video Yen made about her
time spent learning in quarantine!

https://youtu.be/QgLRxG6wgCc
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"2020" by Yen Ly

Yen Ly, 15
What can you tell us about your the work you submitted?
I want to tell you about my feelings and thoughts during 2020: that year seems so unrealistic, everything went so quickly, yesterday is 2020 and right now we
are already in 2021, all the scared, confused, and unsafe feelings from the pandemic, not knowing what's going to happen to your family and friends. I also
want to tell you what it like to be in online school, all the problems and technical issues that every student have been struggling for almost a year through my
works.

What is the most important thing you want future generations to remember about what it was like to be a
9th grade student during a pandemic?
The most important thing I want future generations to remember is do not take everything for granted, be thankful for what you have, even just a little thing in
your life. Because today is a normal and happy day, but tomorrow you may lose everything, you may not be able to go outside and hang out with friends. 

What have you learned about society since March 2020?
I have learned that society is becoming angrier and more selfish to a lot of people during the pandemic, it's sad and hurt to see things like that is still
happening in 2020 and 2021. 

What is one way quarantining was a positive experience for you?
The chat-box is one of the most helpful things during virtual learning, because I don't like to talk at loud and in front of people from virtual to in-person. I
love how I can still be able to participate in class without actually "talking". 
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Brandon Navarro, 14
What can you tell us about your artwork you submitted?
This artwork came to mind while I was making ramen.

What is the most important thing you want future generations to
remember about what it was like to be a 9th grade student during a
pandemic?
This pandemic made a lot of people bored, which I think caused many people to separate
and distance from each other.

What did you gain by spending so much time at home? What did you lose,
or miss the most? 
During quarantine, I had lost a lot of "friends" and realized that they were just school
friends. I had also lost a lot of motivation due to how much work I was receiving. 

"Submitted at 3 AM"
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What have you learned about yourself since March 2020? 
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Ana Fabiola Pineda Urquia, 17
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Julia Rodas, 15
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What can you tell us about the writing you submitted? 

What is the most important thing you want future generations to remember about
what it was like to be a 9th grade student during a pandemic?

What have you learned about society since March 2020?

 What is one way quarantining was a positive experience for you? 
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Antoinne Smith, 15

"Quarantine Life"

https://youtu.be/-3SimQd_dGw

Use your smart phone to scan the code below. Watch the video 
Antoinne made about his time spent learning in quarantine!
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Maria Tobar Ruiz, 17
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Hector Villalta, 15
What is one way quarantining was a positive experience for you ?
quarantine was a positive outcome for me because i got to take a break from a

lot of work.

What have you learned about society since March 2020?
i've learned that society has learned to come together but at the same time

not everyone was ready for the outcome this pandemic was going to bring to

all of us.
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We would like to express our gratitude to all who made this project possible:

-GEAR UP Nashville: Thank you for being partners in this project. Thank you for
supporting our students in building leadership skills and supporting opportunities
towards college readiness.

-Sam Singer: Thank you for collaborating with us to incorporate literacy skill
development into this project to support our students, and for helping build out the
lesson implementation to support our teachers.

-Nic Rhea: Thank you for partnering with us to provide English Language supports to the
lessons in order to make the project accessible to all our students.

-Katrina Lilly: Thank you for your creativity in lesson plan design to provide our students
with examples and avenues to express themselves in this project.

-English I & 9 ELD Teams: Thank you to all the teachers who supported our students
through the pandemic, and especially for bringing this project to life in your English/ELD
classrooms.

-Ingram Express Services (Nashville, Tennessee): Thank you for printing this book for
us, which undoubtedly will be a keepsake cherished by all the students who participated
in this project.
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